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Abstract Quantifying the brain’s effective connectivity offers a unique window onto the causal15

architecture coupling the different regions of the brain. Here, we advocate a new, data-driven16

measure of directed (or effective) brain connectivity based on the recently developed information17

flow rate coefficient. The concept of the information flow rate is founded in the theory of stochastic18

dynamical systems and its derivation is based on first principles; unlike various commonly used19

linear and nonlinear correlations and empirical directional coefficients, the information flow rate20

can measure causal relations between time series with minimal assumptions. We apply the21

information flow rate to electroencephalography (EEG) signals in adolescent males to map out the22

directed, causal, spatial interactions between brain regions during resting-state conditions. To our23

knowledge, this is the first study of effective connectivity in the adolescent brain. Our analysis24

reveals that adolescents show a pattern of information flow that is strongly left lateralized, and25

consists of short and medium ranged bidirectional interactions across the frontal-central-temporal26

regions. These results suggest an intermediate state of brain maturation in adolescence.27

28
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Introduction29

The brain is a complex entity comprising widely distributed but highly interconnected regions, the30

dynamic interplay of which is essential for brain function. Establishing how activity is coordinated31

across these regions to give rise to organized (higher order) brain functions ranks as one of the key32

challenges in neuroscience. Various measures of brain connectivity are in use for this purpose as33

discussed in (Friston, 1994; Horwitz, 2003; Sporns, 2011; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010; Friston, 2011;34

Cohen, 2014) and references therein. Structural measures are based on confirmed anatomical35

connections between brain regions. Functional measures involve dynamically changing, linear36

or nonlinear, non-directional coefficients of statistical dependence (e.g., correlation, covariance,37

phase-locking values, coherence) that may appear between structurally unconnected regions. Effec-38

tive brain connectivity measures capture directionally dependent interactions between different39

brain regions and aim to identify causal mechanisms in neural processing. In the following, we40

use the terms “effective” and “’directed” connectivity interchangeably. We refer readers to Sakkalis41

(2011) and Bastos and Schoffelen (2015) for recent reviews of functional and effective connectiv-42

ity measures in the brain. Herein, we investigate effective connectivity patterns as revealed by43

electroencephalography (EEG) recordings (Van de Ville et al., 2010) of scalp electromagnetic fields44

following source-space reconstruction.45

The multichannel EEG signals, which are thought to reflect activity in the underlying brain46

regions, offer a convenient window into the temporal dynamics of the corresponding brain-scale47

neuronal networks. EEG studies have been extensively used to infer the nature of the functional48

connectivity—- i.e. the linear or nonlinear statistical interdependence between the electrical activity49

in the different brain regions (Stam and Van Straaten, 2012)— during resting state or during task50

related activities. In this paper, we focus our attention on the former.51

The resting-state or persistent background activity, previously dismissed as background noise,52

has been shown to comprise coherent patterns of functional connectivity and appears to play a53

critical role in mediating complex functions such as memory, language, speech and emotional54

states (Raichle et al., 2001; Raichle and Mintun, 2006). There has been considerable progress in55

mapping out the key resting-state functional brain networks as well as tracking how they change56

over development. These functional connectivity studies indicate that the resting-state brain57

networks are sparsely connected in childhood (Fair et al., 2008) and evolve towards increased58

connectivity in adolescence (Smit et al., 2012). However, a more complete description remains59

elusive. For one, very little is known about how information flows within these networks, and how60

these flow patterns change with maturation.61

Several different approaches are in use for quantifying the brain’s effective connectivity. Struc-62

tural approaches such as Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) (McLntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994)63

and Dynamic Causal Modeling (Friston et al., 2003) involve a neuranatomical model of the brain64

and a connectivity model. Other measures are data-driven and involve a statistical model, such65

as Granger-causality-based methods (Kamiński et al., 2001; Hesse et al., 2003; Roebroeck et al.,66

2005; Ding et al., 2006; Bressler and Seth, 2011; Seth et al., 2015). A different data-driven approach67

involves information theoretic measures, like transfer entropy (Schreiber, 2000; Vicente et al., 2011)68
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and partial directed coherence (Baccalá and Sameshima, 2001). Each approach has its advantages69

and disadvantages [see (Lindquist, 2008; Liu and Aviyente, 2012) and the Discussion section below]70

in terms of the assumptions involved and the computational effort required. The fact that all71

methods currently used make assumptions the validity of which has not been fully tested, leaves72

room for introducing new measures of effective connectivity (Lindquist, 2008). This motivates the73

investigation of new measures of directed connectivity.74

We have two goals in this paper. Our first goal is to advocate a new measure of data-driven75

effective brain connectivity by applying the novel concept of information flow rate to EEG signals.76

This goal is motivated by the need to define measures of connectivity that are based on fewer or77

more suitable model assumptions than commonly usedmethods (Lindquist, 2008). The information78

flow rate has several desirable properties (as summarized below and elaborated in the Discussion79

section) which give it unique advantages for connectivity analysis compared with standard methods.80

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to apply the information flow rate to neuroscience81

data. Our second goal is to analyze EEG resting-state data from a group of healthy adolescents82

using the information flow rate, in order to identify connectivity patterns in the adolescent brain.83

Only one prior study that focuses on this age group is available in the literature, and the connectivity84

analysis in that study is carried out in sensor space (Marshall et al., 2014).85

The information flow rate was developed by Liang using the concept of information entropy86

and the theory of dynamical systems (Liang, 2008, 2013b, 2014, 2015) and based on earlier work87

with Kleeman (Liang and Kleeman, 2005). While the the initial formulation of the information flow88

rate was derived for two-dimensional (bivariate) systems, Liang (2016, 2018) recently showed that89

the formulation is also valid for N-dimensional systems as well. The Liang-Kleeman coefficient can90

measure the transfer of information between time series at different locations and thus between91

different brain regions. Unlike empirical measures of causality, e.g., transfer entropy and Granger92

causality, the information flow rate is derived from general, first-principles equations for the93

time evolution of stochastic dynamical systems (Liang, 2016, 2018). Owing to its definition, which94

involves only the time series and their temporal derivatives (or their finite-difference approximations95

for discretely sampled systems), the information flow rate has computational advantages over96

other entropy-based measures such as transfer entropy, that require the estimation of additional97

information (e.g., conditional probabilities) from the data. In addition, the information flow rate98

concept does not require stationarity (Liang, 2015) or a specific model structure, and can also be99

applied to deterministic nonlinear systems (Liang, 2016). These are important advantages, since100

the EEG signals exhibit non-stationary features evidenced in transitions between quasi-stationary101

periods and nonlinear dynamic behavior (Blanco et al., 1995; Kaplan et al., 2005; Klonowski, 2009).102

Results103

We set out to investigate patterns of resting-state effective connectivity in the brain of adolescent104

males, using source-reconstructed EEG signals (see Materials and methods). Our analysis of con-105

nectivity is based on the Liang-Kleeman information flow rate described in Box 1. The information106

flow rate measures the effect of a time series i, called transmitter, on a different time series j,107

called receiver. The indices i and j correspond to different brain source locations. In particular, we108
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use a normalized version of the information flow rate which is better suited for ranking pair-wise109

information flow rates for an ensemble of Ns time series based on their relative impact on the110

receiver time series (see Materials and methods for details). Herein Ns = 15 corresponds to the111

numbers of source locations obtained by source-space reconstruction. The brief comment in Box 2112

provides an intuitive understanding of causal relations in terms of the information flow rate.113

To quantify effective brain connectivity, we use the normalized information flow rate �i→j (defined170

by Equation 9 in Material and methods). The time series that we analyze involve the magnitudes of171

fifteen current dipole moments per individual. These are obtained by means of source reconstruction172

of scalp EEG signals as described in Materials and Methods. We focus on the normalized inter-dipole173

information flow rate instead of the non-normalized Ti→j , because we aim to capture interactions174

between brain regions that significantly affect the receiver region (denoted by the index j). The175

advantage of �i→j is its ability to measure the relative importance of causal relations (Liang, 2015).176

We use the second-neighbor differencing scheme (i.e., k = 2, see Box 1) to calculate the informa-177

tion flow rates as suggested by Liang (2014). We further comment on this choice in Materials and178

methods (section on the impact of differencing scheme).179

Our analysis focuses on themean information flow rate calculated over all the individuals in the180

study cohort, but we also explore variations of connectivity between individuals.181

Brain connectivity based on mean information flow rate182

To study the information flow across brain regions we want to characterize connections that exhibit183

significant levels of activity (as measured by the information flow rate) over all the individuals. We184

do this using the ensemble mean of the normalized information flow rate i → j evaluated over the185

cohort of L = 32 individuals:186

� i→j =
1
L

L
∑

l=1
� (l)i→j , i ≠ j = 1,… , Ns. (5)

The top panel in Figure 1 displays the patterns of the mean information flow rate � i→j . The187

variable � i→j for all values of transmitter i and receiver j source locations is represented by anNs×Ns188

matrix that represents all possible (i.e., 210) connections between sources. The number of possible189

connections is Ns × (Ns − 1) where Ns = 15 is the number of source dipoles. The value of a grid190

cell (L1, L2), determined by the label L1 on the vertical axis and the label L2 on the horizontal axis,191

represents information flow from dipole L1 to dipole L2. The matrix cells are colored according to192

the value of � i→j ∶ the values increase as the color changes from blue to red. The cells along the193

main diagonal are not colored, indicating that the information flow rate from i → j is only defined194

if i ≠ j. The color pattern (thus, also the matrix � i→j ) is asymmetric along the main diagonal. This195

asymmetry reflects the directionality of the information flow rate, i.e., the fact that �i→j is in general196

different than �j→i.197

A relevant question for interpreting the results is how many of the 210 connections (represented198

by the off-diagonal matrix cells) shown in Figure 1 are important. As we discuss in Material and199

methods, it can be shown by permutation testing that the vast majority of the connections for all200

the individuals are statistically significant even at the p = 0.001 level. However, very low values of201

information flow rate, albeit statistically significant, imply that the relative impact of the transmitter202
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Box 1. The Liang-Kleeman information flow rate114115

Let {pi(tn)}Nn=1 denote a collection of Ns time series at different brain source locations indexed

by i = 1,… , Ns . Herein, the term “time series” implies EEG-derived series of current dipole

moments.

116

117

118

The Liang-Kleeman coefficient Ti→j measures the rate of information flow from the time series
i to the time series j (where j ≠ i). Ti→j can be expressed in terms of sample statistics as
follows (Liang, 2014)

Ti→j =
r̂i,j

1 − r̂2i,j

(

r̂i,dj − r̂i,j r̂j,dj
)

, for i, j = 1,… , Ns, i ≠ j. (1)

119

120

121

122

123

124

In the above, the linear (Pearson) sample correlation coefficient between the time series pi and pj
is defined by

r̂i,j =
Ĉ i,j

�̂i �̂j
, for i, j = 1,… , Ns, i ≠ j, (2)

125

126

127

128

129

where Ĉ i,j is the sample cross-covariance of the series pi and pj , and �̂i =
√

Ĉ i,i is the sample

standard deviation of the series pi (i = 1,… , Ns). Both Ĉ i,j and r̂i,j (often used to measure

functional connectivity) are non-directional and symmetric under the index interchange i⇆ j.

130

131

132

The sample cross-covariance Ĉ i,j is defined by

Ĉ i,j = pi pj − pi pj , for i, j = 1,… , Ns,

where the “overline” denotes the sample time average, i.e., pi =
1
N

∑N
n=1 pi,n and pi pj =

1
N

∑N
n=1 pi,npj,n. If i = j the above equation returns the variance of pi, i.e., Ĉ i,i = �̂2i .

133

134

135

136

137

138

The cross-correlation coefficients r̂i,dj , where i, j = 1,… , Ns, in Equation 1 involve the time series

pi and the temporal derivative dpj∕dt of the time series pj . These coefficients are expressed in
terms of the respective covariances as follows

139

140

141

r̂i,dj =
Ĉ i,dj

�̂i �̂j
, for i, j = 1,… , Ns. (3)

142

143

144

145

where Ĉ i,dj is the sample covariance of the time series pi and the first derivative, dpj∕dt, of the

series pj . Due to the discrete nature of sampling, the first derivative dpj∕dt is unknown a priori.
Hence, a finite difference approximation based on the Euler forward scheme, with a time step

equal to kΔt, is used, i.e.,

dpj,n
dt

=
pj,n+k − pj,n

kΔt
, for j = 1,… , Ns, n = 1,… , N − k. (4)

The differencing orders k = 1 and k = 2 are the two most common choices (Liang, 2013a) which

we also consider herein.

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

Herein we refer to pi as the transmitter series and to pj as the receiver series with respect to Ti→j .
We adopt the term transmitter instead of “source” for the series that “sends” information in
order to avoid confusion, since all the time series represent current dipole moments obtained
from scalp EEG by means of source reconstruction.

155

156

157

158
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Box 2. Causality and the Liang-Kleeman coefficient159160

Consider two time series pi and pj , where i, j = 1,… , Ns and j ≠ i. According to the Liang-

Kleeman formalism which is based on the notion of information entropy, the series pj has a

causal effect on pi if the rate of change of pi depends on pj . Conversely, pi has a causal effect

on pj if the rate of change of pj depends on pi. Hence, the following four possibilities arise:

161

162

163

164

1. Neither pi influences pj , nor pj influences pi ∶ Ti→j = Tj→i = 0.165

2. Only pi influences pj , but pj does not influence pi ∶ Ti→j ≠ 0, Tj→i = 0.166

3. Only pj influences pi, but pi does not pi influence pj ∶ Ti→j = 0, Tj→i ≠ 0.167

4. Both pi and pj influence each other ∶ Ti→j ≠ 0, Tj→i ≠ 0.168

5. Ti→i does not have a physical meaning and is thus undefined.169

series on the receiver is not neurologically important. On the other hand, there is no golden rule203

for selecting a threshold value above which connections are considered important (Cohen, 2014).204

Hereafter, we will consider that a connection i → j between two dipoles is active in the ensemble205

sense if the magnitude of the normalized information flow rate |�i→j| exceeds the arbitrary threshold206

of �c = 0.05. This means that the entropic rate of change at the receiver j due to its interaction207

with the transmitter located at i is at least 5% of the total rate of entropy change at j. (We further208

comment on the selection �c = 0.05 in connection with Figure 3 below.) The bottom panel of Figure 1209

shows the mean information flow rate for the connections that are active in the ensemble sense.210

The latter involve only connections such that � i→j ≥ 0.05. As evidenced in this plot, 92 out of the 210211

inter-dipole pairs are connected on average, i.e., they exhibit � i→j ≥ �c .212

The top thirty (30) active connections, ranked on the basis of � i→j , are listed in Table 1 and213

displayed by arrows on an axial view schematic in Figure 2. All thirty connections correspond to214

positive values of � i→j in the interval between 0.116 (highest) and 0.072 (lowest). All of them have215

values higher than the threshold �c = 0.05. Evaluating the thirty top connections (cf. Figure 2), the216

overall information flow pattern is predominantly left lateralized and consists of mostly short and217

medium range bidirectional connections linking the frontal, central and temporal regions of the218

brain. The possible neurological insights derived from Table 1 and Figure 2 are developed in the219

Discussion section.220

The last column of Table 1 displays the polarization P (�i→j) of the information flow rate. This221

ensemble measure is given by the average sign of �i→j expressed as a percentage, i.e.,222

P (�i→j) =
100
L

L
∑

l=1
sgn

(

� (l)i→j
)

, (6)

where sgn(⋅) is the sign function defined by sgn(x) = 1, if x > 0, sgn(x) = −1, if x < 0 and sgn(x) = 0, if223

x = 0. The polarization is a number close to ±100% if the sign of the �i→j is typically the same for224

all the individuals (if all the signs are the same the polarization is 100%). In Table 1 the polarization225

varies between ≈ 88% and 100% and is less than 100% only for eight connections. This means that226

for the vast majority of connections, the variations between individuals affect the magnitude but227

not the sign of the normalized information flow rate.228
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Figure 1. Mean normalized information flow rates, � i→j , calculated over all the individuals in the study cohort (top) and corresponding values for

connections above the threshold �c = 0.05 (bottom). There are 92 connections with � i→j ≥ �c .
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(a) Top 5 connections (b) Top 10 connections

(c) Top 15 connections (d) Top 30 connections

Figure 2. Axial-view schematic showing the main pathways of information flow based on the mean normalized information flow rates shown in

Table 1. The schematic shows the locations of the sources in BESA’s 15 pre-defined regions (see Description of EEG data in Materials and methods.

(a) Five most important connections shown in red arrows (color online). (b) Ten most important connections; connections ranked from six to ten

are shown with yellow arrows. (c) Fifteen most important connections with those ranked from 11 to 15 shown with green arrows. (d) Thirty most

important connections with those ranked from 15 to 30 shown in light green arrows (cf. Table 1).
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A different way to view the relation between the ensemble mean � i→j and the information flow229

rates of individuals is by counting for how many individuals each connection is active. Hereafter, we230

will consider that a connection i→ j between two dipoles is individually active if the magnitude of the231

normalized information flow rate |�i→j| exceeds the threshold �c , which means that the percentage232

of the total entropy rate of the receiver due to its interaction with the transmitter is at least 5%. We233

assume that the threshold for individually active connections is the same as the threshold used for234

the ensemble mean of the information flow rate. However, this is not necessary in general.235

We define the frequency of activity, ni→j(�c), for the connection i → j as the number of individuals236

in the study cohort for which the specific connection is active. Hence,237

ni→j(�c) =
L
∑

l=1
�
(

|� (l)i→j| − �c
)

, (7)

where �(⋅) is the unit step function, i.e., �(x) = 1, for x ≥ 0 and �(x) = 0 for x < 0. The frequency of238

activity is evaluated over all the individuals and takes values integer ni→j(�c) ∈ {0, 1,… , L}, where239

L = 32 is the number of individuals in the cohort. The frequency of activity depends on �c , as higher240

values of �c imply a smaller number of active connections.241

In Figure 3, we explore the correlation between the ensemble mean � i→j and the number242

of individually active connections ni→j(�c). The scatter plot shows an almost linear dependence243

between the number of individually active connections and the respective value of � i→j for values244

of � i→j ≤ 0.07 and appears to level off at higher values of � i→j . At the same time, the scatter also245

increases towards these higher values. We can also use this plot as a guide for selecting a suitable246

threshold for ensemble-based connectivity analysis, since it reveals how the threshold imposed247

on � i→j (shown as a vertical red line in Figure 3) affects the number of active connections, i.e., the248

number of markers to the right of the vertical line at �c . However, note that the frequency of the249

connections in individuals (i.e., the values on the vertical axis) will change if a different threshold250

is used to estimate individual activity. Essentially, the plot would need to be redrawn for different251

values of individual �c .252

Information flow rate patterns per individual253

To study the information flow across brain regions in individuals, we focus on the individually active254

source dipole pairs. As stated above, these are dipole pairs with �i→j whose magnitude (absolute255

value) exceeds the threshold �c = 0.05. We use the criterion |�i→j| > �c instead of �i→j > �c since there256

are a few pairs (nine out of a total of 6720) with values of �i→j < −0.05.257

For each of the 32 individuals in the study, we calculate 210 values of normalized inter-dipole258

information flow rates �i→j . To calculate �i→j , we use all the time points in the EEG time series. The259

�i→j values over all individuals range from −0.0794 to 0.3568. The matrix of the �i→j values for each260

individual is depicted in Figure 4-Figure 7. Each plot corresponds to a single individual and shows261

an Ns ×Ns square grid that represents all the possible connections between sources. The value of262

each grid cell in Figure 1 is equal to the average (evaluated over all the individuals) of the values of263

the respective grid cells in Figure 4-Figure 7.264

These plots display the values of �i→j for all source dipole pairs, regardless of whether the265

connections are active with respect to the threshold �c or not. All the plots use a unified colormap266
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Figure 3. Frequency ni→j (�c ) of individually active connections (based on the individual threshold �c = 0.05) plotted against the ensemble mean of

normalized flow rate coefficient �i→j for the connection transmitter i → receiver j for all i ≠ j = 1,… , 15. The plot comprises 210 points, each of

which corresponds to a different i→ j connection between two source dipoles. The frequency of activity ni→j (�c ) is calculated over all L = 32

individuals in the cohort based on Equation 7 and thus its upper bound is equal to L. The ensemble mean � i→j is calculated based on Equation 5.

The vertical red line marks the threshold value �c = 0.05. All the markers to the right of the vertical line correspond to connections i → j which are

on average above the threshold.
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Figure 12: Normalized information flow rate for control subjects in source space.
20Figure 4. Map of �i→j values for the individuals 1-8. A uniform color map is used based on the range of �i→j values for all 32 individuals. The value

of a grid cell (L1, L2), determined by the label L1 on the vertical axis and the label L2 on the horizontal axis, represents information flow from the

dipole with label L1 to the dipole with label L2. The �i→j values over all dipoles and individuals range from −0.08 to 0.36.
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Figure 13: Normalized information flow rate for control subjects in source space.
21Figure 5. Map of �i→j values for the individuals 9-16. A uniform color map is used based on the range of �i→j values for all 32 individuals. The value

of a grid cell (L1, L2), determined by the label L1 on the vertical axis and the label L2 on the horizontal axis, represents information flow from the

dipole with label L1 to the dipole with label L2. The �i→j values over all dipoles and individuals range from −0.08 to 0.36.
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Figure 14: Normalized information flow rate for control subjects in source space.
22Figure 6. Map of �i→j values for the individuals 17-24. A uniform color map is used based on the range of �i→j values for all 32 individuals. The

value of a grid cell (L1, L2), determined by the label L1 on the vertical axis and the label L2 on the horizontal axis, represents information flow from

the dipole with label L1 to the dipole with label L2. The �i→j values over all dipoles and individuals range from −0.08 to 0.36.
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Figure 15: Normalized information flow rate for control subjects in source space.
23Figure 7. Map of �i→j values for the individuals 25-32. A uniform color map is used based on the range of �i→j values for all 32 individuals. The

value of a grid cell (L1, L2), determined by the label L1 on the vertical axis and the label L2 on the horizontal axis, represents information flow from

the dipole with label L1 to the dipole with label L2. The �i→j values over all dipoles and individuals range from −0.08 to 0.36.
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based on the full �i→j range, i.e., [−0.08, 0.36] calculated over all dipole pairs and individuals. We267

note that the �i→j values are directional. For example, in the second plot (top right) of Figure 4, the268

cell labeled (TAL, CL)— near the bottom right of the grid— is colored red, which reflects a large269

value of �i→j , while the cell marked by (CL, TAL)— above the main diagonal of the grid— has a much270

lower �i→j . This indicates that the information flow from TAL has much higher impact on CL than271

the impact of CL on TAL.272

The maximum �i→j observed among individuals is ≈ 0.36. This is about three times higher than273

the highest ensemble mean � i→j which is equal to 0.116 (cf. Table 1). This difference reflects the274

variability of the information flow rate values between individuals.275

Effective connectivity variations between individuals276

To investigate the variability of the connectivity patterns between individuals, in Figure 8 we plot277

the frequency of activity, ni→j(�c), defined in Equation 7, for all i ≠ j = 1,… , 15 and for �c = 0.05. The278

main features evidenced in this plot are as follows:279

1. Almost all the possible (208 out of 210) transmitter i → receiver j inter-dipole connections are280

active in at least one individual.281

2. Of the 210 × 32 = 6720 pairs of inter-dipole connections that are available in total in the cohort282

of 32 individuals, only 2821 connections, or about 42% of the total number, are individually283

active (i.e., their magnitude is not less than �c = 0.05). This means that more than half of the284

current source dipole pairs in the study cohort are not strongly connected. In these pairs, the285

transmitter dipole does not strongly affect the receiver dipole.286

3. In light of (1) and (2), we conclude that the active connections vary to some extent between287

individuals. For example, if the same set of about 42% connections were active for all (32)288

the individuals in the cohort, approximately 88 (i.e., 42% of 210) dipole pairs would be active.289

However, more than twice as many (i.e., 208) show active connections. In particular, 142290

inter-dipole connections are active in ten or more individuals, forty inter-dipole connections291

(i.e., about 20% of the total connections) are active in twenty or more individuals, and twelve292

are active in more than 25 individuals.293

The connectivity map in Figure 8 exhibits a denser network of connections than the respective294

map in the bottom plot of Figure 1. The former shows the number of individuals for which a295

particular inter-dipole connection is individually active. Hence, it includes connections that are296

active in single individuals. On the other hand, the bottom plot in Figure 1 displays the number297

of connections that are active on average, which is understandably smaller given the inter-subject298

variability. It is noteworthy that the five connections with the highest mean �i→j , i.e., FL→TAL,299

FL→FpM, TAL→CL, FM→FR, FL→FM (cf. Figs. Figure 1 and Figure 2, and Table 1), have relatively high300

frequencies of activity ni→j(0.05) = 27, 26, 21, 26, 29 respectively. In other words, these connections301

are active in most of the individuals (cf. Figure 8).302

Discussion303

In this section we first discuss methodological aspects that are related to the information flow304

rate as well as its relation and differences with other connectivity measures. Then, we analyze the305
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Figure 8. Frequency, ni→j (�c ), of active connections (i.e., source current dipole pairs with �i→j exceeding in magnitude the threshold value �c = 0.05)

calculated over all the individuals in the study. The value at each cell corresponds to the number of individuals for whom the specific connection is

active. The white areas consist of cells with zero ni→j (�c ), i.e., inactive connections. The diagonal cells are also white, since connections between the

same transmitter and receiver are not meaningful.
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results that we obtained in this study in the context of the existing literature results on effective306

brain connectivity, focusing on the resting state of the adolescent brain.307

Brain connectivity measures and information flow308

Functional measures of connectivity estimate non-directional relations and thus lead to undirected309

brain networks that fail to capture how one brain region influences another. However, such310

measures are still in common use (Mill et al., 2017). The simplest measure of functional connectivity311

is Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient (Cohen, 2014). Pearson’s coefficient fails to satisfactorily312

capture nonlinear dependence. Mutual information is a measure of functional connectivity that is313

based on information theory and can detect both linear and nonlinear relations (Salvador et al.,314

2010). Its calculation, however, requires the univariate probability distribution of each individual315

EEG time series, as well as the bivariate (joint) distribution for each pair of time series. Since long316

time series are required to estimate the bivariate distribution, the application of mutual information317

can be computationally intensive. Moreover, the method is sensitive to the number of bins used318

to estimate the probability histograms, and it fails to distinguish between nonlinear and linear, or319

positive and negative relations (Cohen, 2014).320

On the other hand, measures of effective connectivity are directional variables which can distin-321

guish the direction of information flow between brain regions. Measures of effective connectivity,322

such as Granger causality (Kamiński et al., 2001; Hesse et al., 2003; Bressler and Seth, 2011; Seth323

et al., 2015) and transfer entropy (Schreiber, 2000; Liu and Aviyente, 2012; Salvador et al., 2010;324

Shovon et al., 2014; Hillebrand et al., 2016), have been applied to EEG data to identify patterns of325

information flow in the functional brain networks during cognitive activity. Recently,Muthuraman326

et al. (2015) applied renormalized partial directed coherence, a measure based on the principle of327

Granger causality, to the combination of EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG) signals to iden-328

tify the direction of information flow between two signals and ultimately characterize the functional329

and effective connectivity in resting-state brain connectivity patterns. Thus, effective connectivity330

measures offer insights into the dynamics of the neuronal clusters that underpin cognitive function.331

Graphical models provide an intuitive tool for analyzing and visualizing associations and causal332

relationships and for modelling functional connectivity between brain regions (Li and Wang, 2009).333

Granger causality analysis is based on the assumptions that (1) the time series are stationary, (2)334

interaction between the series can be described bymeans of a linear relation (typically a multivariate335

autoregressive model), (3) a specific model order can be defined, which determines how far in the336

past the coupling between two series extends, and (4) the innovation process of the linear model is337

described by Gaussian white noise (Seth, 2007; Liu and Aviyente, 2012; Cohen, 2014). This “plain338

vanilla” variety of Granger causality fails to detect nonlinear causal links (Liu and Aviyente, 2012;339

Lin et al., 2017). In such cases, nonlinear extensions of Granger causality are necessary (Chen et al.,340

2004;Marinazzo et al., 2011). However, such approaches are not yet conclusive since the selection341

of the degree of model nonlinearity and overfitting remain open issues (Marinazzo et al., 2011).342

Transfer entropy is an extension of the concept of mutual information. It is based on the343

notion of relative entropy (also known as Kullback–Leibler divergence) and measures the difference344

between two probability distributions. For linear autoregressive systems driven by Gaussian white345
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noise, Granger causality has been shown to be equivalent to transfer entropy (Barnett et al., 2009;346

Liu and Aviyente, 2012). Hence, the latter can be viewed as an extension of the former that can347

handle the dependence of non-Gaussian time series. Comparisons between Granger causality and348

transfer entropy are given in (Bressler and Seth, 2011; Liu and Aviyente, 2012). As stated above,349

Granger causality requires the specification of the order of the autoregressive processes involved.350

This model order, however, may depend on a number of variables including the conditions, the351

tasks executed (for task-oriented studies), and the EEG time series segments analyzed (Cohen, 2014).352

Transfer entropy makes fewer assumptions about the data than the standard Granger causality353

approach (Vicente et al., 2011). There are, nonetheless, challenges related to the calculation of354

transfer entropy, e.g., estimation by state-space partitioning, as discussed by Bressler and Seth355

(2011) and Liang (2014).356

Entropy and information content are key concepts in the definition of functional and effective357

brain connectivity measures (Cohen, 2014). In the thermodynamic sense, entropy is associated358

with disorder: a higher temperature implies higher entropy. In classical (as opposed to quantum359

mechanical) thermodynamics, the entropy S is calculated by means of the Gibbs formula S =360

−kB
∑

i pi ln pi, where the summation is over the probabilities pi of the system’s microstates (the361

index i should not to be confused with the location index of current source dipoles) and kB is362

Boltzmann’s constant. In information theory, the entropy of a system with N states is defined in363

terms of Shannon’s formulaH = −
∑N

i=1 pi ln pi, where pi, i = 1,… , N is the probability of the state364

indexed by i. If the natural logarithm is used in the definition (as was done above), Shannon entropy365

is measured in terms of natural information units (nats).366

The Shannon entropy quantifies the unpredictability (uncertainty) of a stochastic system. High367

entropy implies that the result of a measurement is not only a priori unpredictable, but that the368

measurement itself provides new information which improves our knowledge of the system. On369

the other hand, low entropy means that the extant knowledge of the system allows us to predict370

quite well the outcome of the measurement and consequently, the measurement does not contain371

significant new information. Hence, higher entropy implies a higher level of unpredictability, while372

lower entropy implies that efficient, “compressed” representations are possible (i.e., a parameter373

set of lower dimensionality can be used to represent the system). In complex systems, there374

are interactions between different components. We can intuitively view information flow from375

component X to component Y as the amount of the uncertainty of Y that is resolved by the past376

states of X. If the past states of the component X do not affect the current state of Y , there is377

no information flow from X to Y (Bossomaier et al., 2016). On the other hand, the past states378

of X may reduce or improve the predictability of Y , thus implying information flow from X to Y .379

Currently used measures of functional and effective brain connectivity are based on the concept of380

the absolute Shannon entropy. The concept of Shannon entropy has been generalized to dynamical381

systems that are not necessarily stochastic, by means of the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy (Gutzwiller,382

1990) which quantifies the unpredictability of future states of the system.383

The Liang-Kleeman information flow rate is a recently developed measure which is also based384

on the concept of Shannon entropy (Liang, 2008, 2013b,a, 2014). However, the information flow385

formalism can be derived using either absolute or relative entropy. In two dimensions (i.e., for a386
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system of two time series) this was shown by Liang (2013b, 2014). Relative entropy (Kullback–Leibler387

divergence) measures how much information is added to a given system with respect to the388

information contained in the initial probability distribution. Recently, Liang (2018) has shown that389

the relative entropy formulation of the information flow rate is also valid for stochastic dynamical390

systems with N > 2 dimensions (i.e., systems involving N potentially coupled time series, where N391

is an arbitrary integer value).392

The information flow rate formulation is based on the theory of dynamical systems, in contrast393

with transfer entropy which is a statistically motivated measure of information transfer. The infor-394

mation flow rate aims to address the computational shortcomings of transfer entropy (requirement395

for long time series, computational complexity, estimation of bivariate probability distribution)396

as well as spurious causal associations (Liang, 2016). The information flow rate provides an easy-397

to-compute directional (asymmetric) measure of dependence between pairs of time series that398

can be evaluated from a single realization of each series and does not require the estimation399

of transition probabilities. Unlike Granger causality, the information flow rate concept does not400

require a specific model structure, Gaussian statistics, or stationarity (Liang, 2015) and can also be401

applied to deterministic nonlinear systems (Liang, 2016). These could be important advantages402

of information flow, since the EEG signals exhibit non-stationary features evidenced in transitions403

between quasi-stationary periods and nonlinear dynamic behavior (Blanco et al., 1995; Kaplan404

et al., 2005; Klonowski, 2009), while the correct model structure is never known a priori. However,405

further study is needed to compare in detail the performance of the information flow rate against406

the standard methods of assessing brain connectivity.407

Finally, we draw attention to an ongoing discussion in the literature regarding the very definition408

of effective connectivity, e.g. (Lindquist, 2008). Friston argues that effective connectivity should be409

based on dynamic models, such as the Dynamic Causal Models (DCMs) (Friston, 2011). Model-based410

connectivity methods assume a well-defined biophysical model of neuronal dynamics (Sakkalis,411

2011). Friston also opines that data-driven models, such as Granger causality, provide functional412

connectivity measures, a view that is echoed by Bastos and Schoffelen (2015). On the other hand,413

several other publications referenced in this paper, including the reviews (Sakkalis, 2011; Bastos414

and Schoffelen, 2015), refer to causality-based methods, including data-driven methods such as415

Granger causality and transfer entropy, as effective connectivity measures. We follow the latter416

viewpoint, according to which the information flow rate is an effective connectivity measure.417

Comparison of brain connectivity results with literature418

In recent years, a number of advances facilitating the study of functional connectivity of the brain419

have thoroughly transformed our understanding of the activity present in the brain in absence of420

“any imposed stimuli, task performance or other behaviourally salient events” [for a review, see (Sny-421

der and Raichle, 2012)]. This “resting state” of the brain is characterized by spontaneous, coherent422

fluctuations of blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) as well as electromagnetic signals from func-423

tionally distinct brain regions. fMRI studies were the first to show that subsets of these regions tend424

to act in concert, giving rise to functionally relevant “resting-state” brain networks (Raichle et al.,425

2001; Greicius et al., 2009) that provide a basis for information processing and coordinated activity.426
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More recently, Yuan et al. (2016) and Liu et al. (2017) have found that functional resting-state427

networks can also be extracted from source-space EEG data, and Hillebrand et al. (2016) have done428

the same using MEG data. The most commonly reported resting-state functional networks observed429

in children (Muetzel et al., 2016), adolescents (Borich et al., 2015) and adults (Yuan et al., 2016;430

Liu et al., 2017) (and references therein) include the visual, the fronto-parietal, the sensory motor431

and the default mode network (DMN). These studies also highlight that the above resting-state432

functional networks are not independent, and that there is a high degree of interconnections433

between them. To date, however, very few studies have investigated the information flow between434

the different networks.435

To our knowledge, there are only three studies that have investigated the source space informa-436

tion flow pathways in adults (age: over 20 years) during eyes closed resting state, and considered437

the relationship between these pathways and the underlying functional networks: (1) Michels438

et al. (2013) study EEG data using the partial directed coherence (PDC) measure, which is based on439

Granger causality, to quantify effective connectivity; (2)Muthuraman et al. (2015) analyze both EEG440

and MEG data, also by means of the partial directed coherence (PDC) measure; and (3) Hillebrand441

et al. (2016) study MEG recordings using directed phase transfer entropy (dPTE) to assess effective442

connectivity. All three studies find that the dominant pattern in adults is a posterior to anterior443

flow, originating in the regions associated with the primary visual cortex and the posterior DMN,444

and flowing to the frontal regions. Michels et al. (2013) andMuthuraman et al. (2015) observe only445

one-way connectivity between the brain regions. However, Hillebrand et al. (2016) find that the446

dominant patterns are complemented by weaker anterior to posterior connections which make the447

flow bidirectional at finer connection strength resolution.448

OnlyMichels et al. (2013) have investigated source-space resting-state directed connectivity in449

children (mean age: 10 years). They find that the dominant flow pattern is opposite to that observed450

in the adults, with activation originating in the anterior (i.e. pre-frontal) regions and terminating in451

the posterior (parietal/occipital) regions. One possible explanation is that the anterior to posterior452

flow in children indicates modulation of lower-order sensory-motor information from frontal453

regions (Emberson et al., 2015; Taylor and Khan, 2000). Admittedly, there are obvious gaps in our454

understanding of the resting-state dynamics over the course of development. More studies of455

the resting-state dynamics in children, as well as detailed comparisons with other populations at456

different stages of development are needed to fully contextualize these findings.457

The present study provides the first critical step towards understanding information flow in458

the brain during a key transition stage between childhood and adulthood. We have analyzed459

resting-state EEG data from an intermediate population, a cohort of adolescents (mean age: 16460

years). Using the Liang-Kleeman information flow rate as a measure of effective brain connectivity,461

we find that of the 30 active connections in adolescent brains (based on the ensemble means of the462

normalized information flow rate), the five strongest (cf. red arrows in Figure 2a) mostly originate463

in the left frontal region of the brain and flow to left temporal and mid-frontal regions. Including464

the next ten connections (cf. yellow and dark green arrows in Figs. Figure 2b and Figure 2c) extends465

the active areas of the brain beyond the frontal region to encompass adjacent posterior regions466

(i.e., central and temporal), with the information flow pattern becoming largely bidirectional but467
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still strongly left lateralized. The final fifteen connections (cf. light green arrows in Figure 2d)468

are characterized by information flows between mainly the left and mid anterior regions. They469

also show some slightly lower level activity on the right side of the brain, an indication of inter-470

hemispheric flow between the left and right frontal regions, and the emergence of connections in471

the posterior regions (i.e. parietal to occipital). Overall, the information flow pattern suggested472

by the thirty connections is highly left lateralized and comprises mostly short and medium range473

bidirectional connections that link the frontal, central and temporal regions of the brain.474

The above results are reminiscent of the basic directed connectivity pattern observed byMichels475

et al. (2013) in young children but with one important difference. In early adolescence, the pattern476

of information flow manifests an additional layer of complexity indicated by bidirectional com-477

munication between brain regions that Hillebrand et al. (2016) observe in the adults and which478

they interpret as feedback loops. In effect, the pattern that we observe in our cohort suggests a479

progression towards maturation of the adolescent brain.480

Similarly, the lateralization of the information flow we observe is also a reflection of an earlier481

developmental stage. Agcaoglu et al. (2015) studied individuals ranging from 12 to 71 years and482

observed that the resting-state networks of young individuals are highly lateralized, with the default483

mode network, attention and frontal networks being strongly left lateralized. With age, however,484

this lateralization decreases and the network becomes more symmetric. In fact, the degree of485

interaction between networks, the order in which the networks are activated, the organization and486

the strength of the interactions within individual networks (including the extent to which they are487

lateralized), all change over development (Muetzel et al., 2016).488

The fact that both functional and effective connectivity changes as the brain matures is not489

entirely surprising. It is well known that the brain undergoes considerable structural changes during490

the transition from puberty to adulthood (Shaw et al., 2008) as manifested by significant increase491

(decrease) in the volume of white (grey) matter (Gogtay et al., 2004; Paus, 2005; Toga et al., 2006;492

Lebel and Beaulieu, 2011). For example, Lebel and Beaulieu (2011) have shown that while the493

maturation of the projection fibers linking the primary sensorimotor cortical regions with lower-494

order subcortical sensory areas and the commissural fibers connecting the two hemispheres of the495

brain is mostly complete by late adolescence, the maturation of the association tracts, particularly496

the superior longitudinal and fronto-occipital fasciculi that connect the occipital and the frontal497

regions of the brain, continues well into the twenties. Functionally, these long association fibers are498

correlated with increasing long-range EEG coherence and synchronization (Miskovic et al., 2015).499

Finally, we have also identified significant variability of effective connectivity between individuals500

based on the patterns of information flow rate between brain regions. We have presented and501

discussed graphical tools for visualizing and characterizing variability between individuals including502

dipole-dipole connectivity plots that account for all the individuals in the cohort, e.g., Figure 8. The503

variability of the brain’s resting-state functional and effective connectivity across individuals and504

over time are topics of considerable interest within both research and clinical settings. Hutchison505

et al. (2013) and Hirayama et al. (2016) (see also references therein) argue that the variability of506

the connectivity matrix between individuals is not due to noise but is associated with individual507

variances in mental/vigilance states and cognitive function. They also note that there are reports508
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of the temporal dynamics of the connectivity matrix being affected by brain health, which raises509

the exciting possibility that, in the future, the associated features could serve as disease/injury510

biomarkers. The significant advantages of the new data-driven measure of effective brain connectiv-511

ity discussed in this paper (i.e., ease of calculation, sensitivity to both linear and nonlinear relations,512

independence from a specific model structure and the stationarity assumptions), make it especially513

well suited for exploring these exciting new directions.514

Materials and Methods515

In this section we briefly describe the EEG dataset. We then present the Liang-Kleeman directional516

information flow rate that will be used for the analysis of resting-state EEG brain connectivity. We517

also discuss how to numerically calculate and evaluate the statistical significance of the information518

flow rate obtained from the EEG data.519

Ethics Statement520

This study was approved by the University of British Columbia Clinical Research Ethics Board521

(Approval number: H17-02973). The adolescents’ parents gave written informed consent for their522

children’s participation under the approval of the ethics committee of the University of British523

Columbia and in accordance with the Helsinki declaration. All participants provided assent.524

Participants525

Thirty-two (32) right-handed male adolescents (mean age: 15.8 yrs; SD: ±1.3) participated in this526

study. Exclusion criteria for all individuals included focal neurologic deficits, pathology and/or those527

on prescription medications for neurological or psychiatric conditions. Parents signed an informed528

consent form that was approved by the University of British Columbia and all participants provided529

assent.530

Description of EEG data531

Between 5−8 minutes of resting-state EEG data were collected while participants had their eyes532

closed, using a 64-channel Hydrogel Geodesic SensorNet (EGI, Eugene, OR) connected to a Net Amps533

300 amplifier (Virji-Babul et al., 2014). The sensor-space signals were referenced to the vertex (Cz)534

and recorded at a sampling rate of fs = 250 Hz. The scalp electrode impedance values were typically535

less than 50 kΩ. To eliminate artifacts associated with attaching (removing) the cap, 750 data points536

were removed from the beginning (end) of each time series. (This corresponds to removing data537

with a total duration of 6s.) The EEG time series were then filtered using a band-pass filter (4–50 Hz)538

and a notch filter (60 Hz), as described in (Porter et al., 2017) [see also (Rotem-Kohavi et al., 2014,539

2017)], to remove signal drift and line noise. In addition, Independent Component Analysis (ICA)540

was used to identify, decompose and remove eye blinks. Finally, the data were visually inspected541

and epochs with motion as well as additional ocular artifacts were excluded, as were channels with542

excessive noise. Each of the resulting EEG series used in this study involves between 67,845 and543

114,304 time points.544

Next, we used the Brain Electrical Analysis (BESA) Version 6.3 software1 (MEGIS Software GmbH,545

1http://www.besa.de
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Gräfelfing, Germany) to map the cleaned sensor-space data to source waveforms. The voltages from546

the available sensor channels were first interpolated to voltages at 81 predefined scalp locations547

that comprise BESA’s Standard-81 10-10 Virtual Montage (BESA Wiki, 2018) and re-referenced to548

the average reference by subtracting the mean voltage of the full set of 81 virtual scalp electrodes.549

BESA uses spherical splines interpolation to perform this mapping (Perrin et al., 1989; Scherg550

et al., 2002). The interpolation offers a consistent way of dealing with occasional bad channels551

while maintaining a common montage across all the individuals. Thereafter, we use the BESA552

montage method (Scherg et al., 2002) to compute source waveforms. Since resting-state activity553

is not localized, we used the BR_Brain Regions montage which is derived from 15 pre-defined554

regional sources that are symmetrically distributed over the entire brain. The respective brain555

regions involved in this montage are listed in Table 2 and shown in Figure 2. BESA uses a linear556

inverse operator of the lead field matrix, which accounts for the topography of the sources included557

in the BR_Brain Regions montage, to calculate the source waveforms (Scherg et al., 2002). The558

composite source activity in each brain region is represented by a single regional source. Each559

source is modeled as a current dipole whose moment is specified in terms of a local orthogonal560

coordinate system with basis vectors commonly labelled as radial (r), horizontal (h), and vertical561

(v). Thus, the source waveforms represent time series of the fifteen current dipoles. Finally, the562

resulting data were exported to MATLAB for the analysis described below.563

Definition of inter-dipole information flow rate564

In the following, p(l)i (tn) will denote the time series quantifying the time-varying strength (magnitude)565

of the current dipole moment at the source location i (where i = 1,… , Ns = 15) for the individual566

indexed by l (where l = 1,… , L = 32), at time tn = nΔt, where n = 1,… , N is the time index and567

Δt = 4ms is the time step. In terms of the dipole moment components
(

r(l)i (tn), ℎ
(l)
i (tn), v

(l)
i (tn)

)

in the568

local (r, v, ℎ) system, the magnitude of the dipole moment is given by569

p(l)i (tn) ≡
√

[

r(l)i (tn)
]2
+
[

ℎ(l)i (tn)
]2
+
[

v(l)i (tn)
]2
,

For completeness, we note that in general both the strength and the orientation of the current570

dipoles vary with time; however, in the present study, we track only their strength. In addition, we571

drop the individual index l if there is no risk of confusion. For short, we will also write pi,n = pi(tn).572

Unlike the Pearson correlation coefficient which satisfies−1 ≤ r̂i,j ≤ 1 due to Schwartz’s inequality,573

the magnitude of the coefficient r̂i,dj is not constrained to be less than one. This is due to the574

normalization of r̂i,dj by the standard deviation of pj instead of the standard deviation of the575

temporal derivative dpj∕dt (cf. Equation 3).576

Based on the discussion of Shannon entropy (cf. Discussion section), a positive (negative) rate577

of information flow from i → j (Ti→j ) indicates that the interaction between the two series leads578

to an increase (decrease) in the entropy of the series pj . Equivalently, it signifies that the receiver579

series becomes more (less) unpredictable due to its interaction with the transmitter series. The580

predictability of each time series is negatively correlated with the entropy.581

While the information flow rate coefficients Ti→j were initially formulated for bi-variate systems597

that involve two interacting time series, Liang has recently proved theoretically that the equations598
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Box 3. The main properties of the information flow rate Ti→j are as

follows:

582

583584

1. In general, the correlation coefficients between r̂i,dj are not symmetric under interchange

of i and j, i.e., r̂i,dj ≠ r̂j,di. The asymmetry of r̂i,dj with respect to the interchange of i and j

introduces directionality in the information flow rate coefficients, which implies that, in

general, Ti→j ≠ Tj→i.

585

586

587

588

2. For i = j, in light of r̂i,i = 1 both the numerator and the denominator on the right-hand

side of Equation 1 become zero. Thus, Ti→i is undetermined; however, this is not an issue,

because the quantities of interest are the rates of information flow between different

time series.

589

590

591

592

3. The presence of the coefficients r̂i,dj and r̂j,dj in the numerator on the right-hand side

of Equation 1 implies that Ti→j is proportional to the inverse of the finite difference

time step, i.e., ∝ 1∕kΔt, where kΔt is the time step used to calculate the time derivative

(cf. Equation 4.)

593

594

595

596

above are also valid for N-variate, deterministic or stochastic systems (Liang, 2016, 2018). In599

addition, even though the estimator of Ti→j has been derived using the assumption of a linear600

system, it has been successfully applied to identify causal connections in nonlinear systems as601

well (Liang, 2014, 2016).602

Normalized information flow rate603

The information flow rate is based on the notion of information entropy. A positive T2→1 implies628

that the transmitter series p2 increases the entropy of the receiver p1, while a negative T2→1 implies629

the opposite. By comparing Ti→j with Tj→i (in the latter the roles of transmitter and receiver are630

reversed), we can determine which series transfers more information to the other series. However,631

this comparison does not reveal which of the two series is affected more due to its interaction632

with the other, because the coefficient does not account for the entropy change of each series due633

to the intrinsic evolution and possible stochastic effects. In order to quantify the impact of the634

entropy transferred to the receiver from a transmitter series, we need to know the extent to which635

the information transfer affects the predictability of the receiver, relative to all the other influences636

acting on the receiver.637

The total rate of entropy change of pj (receiver) depends not only on the information flow from pi638

(transmitter), which is determined by the rate Ti→j , but also on dH∗
j ∕dt and dH

s
j∕dt. The term dH∗

j ∕dt639

(intrinsic entropy rate) represents the entropy rate of change due to the change of the phase space640

in the direction pj . The term dH s
j∕dt (noise-induced entropy rate) represents the impact of stochastic641

effects in the dynamical system that underlies the evolution of pj (Liang, 2008). Hence, as proposed642

by Liang (2015), a suitable normalization factor for the information flow rate from pi to pj is derived643

by adding the absolute values of the three rates that contribute to the total rate of entropy change644

of the receiver pj , i.e.,645
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Box 4. The main properties of the normalized information flow rate �i→j
are as follows:

604

605606

1. The coefficient �i→j is, in general, asymmetric, i.e., �i→j ≠ �j→i for i ≠ j.607

2. The �i→j can take negative or positive values with magnitude less than one, i.e., −1 ≤ �i,j ≤

1. Positive values of �i→j imply that the transmitter pi tends to increase the entropy of the
receiver pj (i.e., it increases its uncertainty), while negative values imply that pi reduces
the entropy of pj .

608

609

610

611

3. The �i→j does not explicitly depend on the finite difference step kΔt. This is due to the

fact that both the numerator and the denominator in Equation 9 are proportional to

1∕kΔt.

612

613

614

4. The �i→j measures the relative importance of the entropy change in the receiver series
pj due to its interaction with the transmitter pi. The impact of pi on pj increases with the
magnitude of �i→j .

615

616

617

5. The �i→j is a relative measure which quantifies the information transfer from pi to pj with

respect to the endogenous and noise-induced changes of the latter. However, it cannot

be used to compare the information flow rate from pi to pj with that from pj to pi. This is

due to the fact that the normalization of �i→j depends on the entropy changes of pj , while

the normalization of �j→i depends on the entropy changes of pi. The comparison of the

reverse information flows between pi and pj should thus be based on the non-normalized

coefficients Ti→j and Tj→i (Liang, 2015).

618

619

620

621

622

623

624

6. The information flow rates (normalized and non-normalized) can be calculated without

requiring (i) the estimation of conditional probability distributions (ii) stationarity assump-

tions (iii) Gaussian distribution of the fluctuations or (iv) a specific model structure.

625

626

627
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Zi→j ≡
|

|

|

Ti→j
|

|

|

+
|

|

|

|

|

dH∗
j

dt

|

|

|

|

|

+
|

|

|

|

|

dH s
j

dt

|

|

|

|

|

. (8)

Based on Equation 8, Zi→j is a non-negative number bounded from below by |Ti→j|. In addition,646

Zi→j cannot be zero unless the rate of change of the intrinsic and stochastic entropy components647

are zero. This can only happen if pj is constant in time, which is not relevant for the EEG time648

series. Thus, the normalized information flow rate from the transmitter pi to the receiver pj is defined649

as (Liang, 2015)650

�i→j = Ti→j∕Zi→j . (9)

According to Equation 9, �i→j measures the percentage of the total entropy rate of change for pj651

which is due to its interaction with pi. The calculation of the terms which contribute to Zi→j from652

the data is explained in Appendix 1.653

Based on the above analysis, the normalized information flow rate, �i→j , has several advantages654

over the un-normalized coefficient, Ti→j , the most important being that (1) �i→j does not explicitly655

depend on the finite difference step (item 3 in Box 4), and (2) it measures the importance of656

information flow from the transmitter to the receiver (items 4 and 5 in Box 4). Hence, �i→j is a suitable657

measure for investigating patterns of information flow between different regions of the brain and658

therefore for assessing effective connectivity.659

Non-parametric testing of normalized information flow rate660

To calculate �i→j for each individual l = 1,…L, we use all the time points in the series {p(l)i (tn)}
Nl
n=1, for661

the source locations i = 1,… , 15. Each series represents the strength of the current dipole moment662

at location i. All the time series for the same individual (indexed by l) have the same length Nl663

which varies between 67845 and 114304 points.664

In order to infer connectivity patterns, it is necessary to know if the estimated values �i→j are665

statistically significant. Each estimate of an inter-dipole �i→j is a statistic, i.e., a random variable that666

fluctuates between samples. If the sampling distribution of the statistic is known, the significance667

of a particular estimate can be assessed using a suitably constructed parametric statistical test.668

In the case of Ti→j such a test can be constructed (Liang, 2014). For �i→j , however, the sampling669

distribution is not known. In this case, it is possible to apply non-parametric permutation testing in670

the spirit used by Lachaux et al. to quantify the significance of phase locking values (Lachaux et al.,671

1999; Bastos et al., 2015). The goal of non-parametric permutation testing is to determine the672

probability that the observed test statistic could have been realized if the null hypothesis (i.e., zero673

information flow) were true. This, in turn, allows us to conclude if an estimated information flow674

rate is statistically significant: a very small probability (p-value) implies that the observed deviation675

is not likely under the null hypothesis (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007; Cohen, 2014).676

The test statistic that we use is the normalized information flow rate from series pi to series pj , for677

i ≠ j = 1,… , 15. The null hypothesis that we test is that there is no information flow between series678

pi and pj . We generateMs = 1000 randomized states p′i[m](tn), where m = 1,… ,Ms and n = 1,… , N ,679

from each transmitter time series pi. Each randomized state is obtained by scrambling (by means of680
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random permutations) the N time points of pi. The permutation destroys the temporal ordering681

of pi and consequently any patterns of information flow from p′i[m](⋅) to pj(⋅). Hence, the estimated682

�i[m]→j values based on the shuffled time series pi do not represent meaningful information flow.683

The p-value of the statistic �i→j is defined as the percentage of times — calculated over Ms684

permutation states— that the randomized information flow rate �i[m]→j is more extreme than �i→j685

(i.e., larger than �i→j if �i→j > 0 and smaller than �i→j if �i→j < 0). A high p-value would indicate that686

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. In contrast, a low p-value would provide support for the687

alternative hypothesis (i.e., that there is significant information flow from pi to pj ). The observed688

value �i→j is then considered as statistically significant, if the respective p-value is below a specified689

significance level (typically 0.1%–5%).690

Based on all the simulations performed for the entire cohort of 32 individuals, we find that691

the magnitude of the information flow rates between the randomly permuted transmitter current692

dipoles and the receiver current dipoles are all contained in the interval [−5.5, 5.0] × 10−4. Turning to693

the inter-dipole information flow rates calculated from the EEG data, we find that all except for 11694

out of the 210×32=6720 dipole pairs show information flow rates outside the above interval. In fact,695

the majority of the normalized information flow rates are two orders or more higher in magnitude.696

Hence, given the size of the above confidence interval, we can conclude that most of the observed697

�i→j are statistically significant even at the p = 0.1% level.698

The above result indicates a low-level global connectivity linking most of the brain regions in the699

resting state. However, small normalized information flow rates, albeit statistically significant, imply700

that the contribution of the respective entropy flow rate (information flow) from the transmitter701

dipole to the receiver dipole is very small compared to the intrinsic entropy changes in the receiver702

dipole. This argument motivates the introduction of an arbitrary threshold that can be used to703

count the more important connections.704

Impact of differencing scheme on connectivity705

As stated following the definition of inter-dipole information flow rate, the estimation of the first-706

order derivatives is based on finite differences (cf. Equation 4). The finite differencing, as shown707

in Equation 4, can be accomplished by means of different time steps equal to kΔt. Typically, k = 1708

or k = 2 is used (Liang, 2014). We have conducted our analysis with k = 2, since this choice tends to709

reduce the impact of occasional large spikes (e.g., jumps) in the EEG time series on the information710

flow rate. Using a larger value of k results in effective smoothing of the EEG time series which711

encroaches on the upper end of the frequency band that is generally of interest in resting state712

studies. Hence, we did not consider values of k higher than two.713

We have experimented with synthetic data obtained from the simulation of two coupled stochas-714

tic differential equations for which Ti→j admits explicit expressions (Liang, 2014). We used similar715

length N = 60000 − 80000) for the synthetic time series as that of the EEG series and a number of716

repetitions equal to the number of individuals in the study (L = 32). Our results show practically no717

difference between the mean Ti→j estimated from the time series whether k = 1 or k = 2 is used.718

In the case of the source-reconstructed EEG data, we repeated the entire analysis using k = 1.719

This leads to fewer active connections, i.e., 1904 instead of 2821 for k = 2 shown in Figure 8. On the720
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other hand, the correlation coefficient between the spatial distribution of the frequency of active721

connections ni→j(0.05) for k = 1 and for k = 2 is equal to 0.89. This indicates that the distribution of722

active connections is highly correlated between k = 1 and k = 2. Based on our arbitrary threshold723

�c = 0.05, we determine 42 active connections (� i→j ≥ �c) for the k = 1 scheme versus 92 active724

connections for the k = 2 scheme. In spite of the fact that fewer active connections appear for k = 1,725

the overall pattern of information flow, as delineated by the thirty connections with the highest � i→j ,726

remains unchanged.727
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Table 1. List of the most active connections based on the ensemble mean of the normalized information flow

rate, �i→j . All �i→j listed exceed the threshold �c = 0.05. The connections listed are included among those shown

in the bottom matrix plot of Figure 1. The last column in the table reports the polarization which is equal to the

sum of the signs of �i→j over the individuals as a percentage of the number of individuals in the study (L = 32)

[see Equation 6].

From To Mean �i→j Polarization

1 FL TAL 1.164062e-01 100

2 FL FpM 1.062701e-01 100

3 TAL CL 1.048785e-01 100

4 FM FR 1.039752e-01 94

5 FL FM 1.023856e-01 100

6 TPL CL 9.902969e-02 100

7 TAL FL 9.789913e-02 100

8 TAR FR 9.752876e-02 100

9 FpM FL 9.738423e-02 100

10 FL CL 9.737341e-02 100

11 FR TAR 9.643028e-02 100

12 FM FL 9.108766e-02 100

13 FpM FM 8.720060e-02 94

14 FM CL 8.698357e-02 94

15 TAL TPL 8.462667e-02 94

16 FpM TAL 8.422089e-02 88

17 PM OpM 8.336186e-02 100

18 FpM FR 8.322882e-02 94

19 FM CM 8.248654e-02 100

20 FpM CL 8.198255e-02 100

21 FR FM 8.095464e-02 94

22 FM FpM 8.034528e-02 100

23 CM FM 8.017243e-02 100

24 PL OpM 7.770022e-02 100

25 FL FR 7.733949e-02 100

26 PR OpM 7.503928e-02 100

27 CM CL 7.419229e-02 100

28 TPL TAL 7.341683e-02 100

29 TAR TPR 7.276059e-02 100

30 FpM TAR 7.214605e-02 94
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Table 2. List of the 15 brain regions used in EEG source space reconstruction in BESA.

Source Dipole Label Brain Region

FL Frontal, left hemisphere

FpM Fronto-polar midline

FR Frontal, right hemisphere

FM Frontal midline

CL Central, left hemisphere

CM Central midline

CR Central, right hemisphere

TPL Posterior temporal, left hemisphere

TAL Anterior temporal, left hemisphere

TAR Anterior temporal, right hemisphere

TPR Posterior temporal, right hemisphere

PM Parietal midline

PL Parietal, left hemisphere

PR Parietal, right hemisphere

OpM Occipital-polar midline
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Appendix 1915

Herein we show how the two entropic components involved, in addition to |Ti→j|, in the

normalization term Zi→j , can be estimated from the data. Analysis based on the theory of

dynamical systems leads to the following expressions for the rates of change of the entropic

componentsH∗
j andH

s
j (Liang, 2008)

916

917

918

919

dH∗
j

dt
= pi,j , (10a)

dH s
j

dt
= Δt
2Ĉ j,j

[

Ĉ dj,dj + p2i,jĈ j,j + q2i,jĈ i,i − 2pi,jĈ dj,j − 2qi,jĈ dj,i + 2pi,jqi,jĈ j,i

]

= Δt
2

[

r̂dj,dj + p2i,j + q
2
i,j

�̂2i
�̂2j
− 2pi,j r̂dj,j − 2qi,j r̂dj,i

�̂i
�̂j
+ 2pi,jqi,j r̂j,i

�̂i
�̂j

]

, (10b)

where the entropy transfer elements pi,j , qi,j are given by the following functions of the

inter-dipole covariance coefficients

920

921

922

923

924

925

pi,j =
Ĉ i,iĈ j,dj − Ĉ j,iĈ i,dj

Ĉ j,jĈ i,i − Ĉ 2
j,i

,

qi,j =
−Ĉ j,iĈ j,dj + Ĉ j,jĈ i,dj

Ĉ j,jĈ i,i − Ĉ 2
j,i

, i, j = 1,… , L.

926

927

928

929

Using the definition in Equation 2 for the correlation coefficient and the definition in Equa-

tion 3 for the cross-correlation coefficient, the elements pi,j and qi,j can be expressed using

correlation coefficients r instead of inter-dipole covariances C as follows (for i, j = 1,… , Ns):

930

931

932

pi,j =
r̂j,dj − r̂j,ir̂i,dj
1 − r̂2j,i

, (11a)

qi,j =

Ĉ i,dj

Ĉ i,i
− Ĉ j,i

Ĉ i,i
r̂j,dj

1 − r̂2j,i
=
�̂j
�̂i

(

r̂i,dj − r̂j,i r̂j,dj
)

1 − r̂2j,i
. (11b)

933

934

935

936
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